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In a post-virus New World, authentic humans are a hot commodity. And The Society rules. Neeman has tried everything to overcome the pain of both heartbreak and being forcibly turned into a vampyr. When he meets the headstrong Selene in a nightclub, she could be the change he needs. Her beautiful human-like features stand out among the vamps, and he has no choice but to bring her back to his Tracking Squad’s compound before she gets herself killed. Charged with stopping a
demon invasion, Selene has been sent back to the Earth Realm by the Fae. But en route, she loses the talisman that can keep her darker nature, and her impulses, under control. With Vampires now ruling Earth there are more vices than ever to distract her from her mission. Especially Neeman, whose hard body and piercing gaze awakens a primal desire within her. He’s the only one who can protect her from The Society, and from even darker forces on the horizon…but he can’t protect her
from himself.
Life has gotten a bit dicey, lately. Which is a major understatement. My normal gig as a demon slayer turns extra deadly when a group of them attacks my home. I manage to take them out, but not before it's too late. My sister and I are hit by the deadly fire veins curse. We have only days to find a cure, so we've got to split up to cover more ground. I'm lucky to have access to Declan, one of the most powerful fallen angels in the world. Not to mention, one of the hottest. One that I'm falling for
faster than I like. But he's the guy with the skill to help me find the cure, and I need all the help I can get. As we hunt for the cure to the curse that's killing me, we uncover that threat is far greater than I'd even realized. There's a mystery here, one that could tear my whole world apart. I just need to figure out what it is. Demon Curse is a fast-paced urban fantasy adventure starring a kick butt heroine, a powerful hero, and whole lot of humor.
We're burning from within.... So, I'm in trouble. My mate, Iain, thinks I betrayed him. That's because I did--using a love potion to control him. But now, it's stopped working, and there's nothing left but his anger. He's not the only one pissed off at me. My Court knows that I've lost the sacred stone of our people, putting everyone in danger. When the Royal Guard comes for me with a pair of fire manacles, I'm not surprised. But when my estranged mate, king of the Sea Fae, strolls into the
Court of Fire to help me.... Well, that bit is unexpected. I'm in no position to turn down help, even if my mate is hardly speaking to me. If we don't recover the Soul Stone soon, all of my people will burn from within. As we go deep into enemy territory, the desire between us becomes impossible to resist. And if I can't fight it, he'll never let me go.
Aeri's real job is protecting her city from the monsters of the Dark Realms. She's the resident demon slayer. She and Declan, a bounty hunter are after the same necromancer. They both soon realize that the only way to save the city is to team up together.
Wicked Wish
The Protector Complete Series
Undercover Magic
Dragon's Blood
Origin of Magic

The epic finale to this hit series! Acius, the darkest fallen angel in the world, knows what I am. And he wants me-to be his queen, to be his puppet. He'll stop at nothing, which leaves me with only one choice. Kill him. Normally, my prey run from me. But he's the hunter
too. When he delivers word of his plan to destroy Magic's Bend with an enormous serpent, it's obviously a trap meant to ensnare me. But I have no choice. To save my town, I must skirt the edge of death. I must outrun him and outwit him, or we will all lose-our homes, our
lives. Everything. Dragon Rising is a fast-paced urban fantasy adventure starring a kick butt heroine, a powerful hero, and whole lot of humor.
The #1 New York Times bestselling series continues! Snowfall didn't expect to be queen of the IceWings at such a young age, but now that she is, she's going to be the best queen ever. All she has to do is keep her tribe within IceWing territory, where it's safe -- while
keeping every other tribe out, where they belong.It's a perfect and simple plan, backed up by all the IceWing magic Snowfall can find. That is, until a storm of unidentified dragons arrives on her shore, looking for asylum.The foreigners are completely strange and,
Snowfall is certain, utterly untrustworthy. But as she escorts the miserable new tribes out of her kingdom, Snowfall is forced to reconsider her plan. Maybe she can only keep her tribe safe . . . if she's willing to risk everything.
The Wheel of Time is now an original series on Prime Video, starring Rosamund Pike as Moiraine! In The Dragon Reborn, the third novel in Robert Jordan’s #1 New York Times bestselling epic fantasy series, The Wheel of Time®, Rand al’Thor undertakes a journey to prove
himself worthy of being the Champion of Light. Winter has stopped the war—almost—yet men are dying, calling out for the Dragon. But where is he? Rand al’Thor has been proclaimed the Dragon Reborn. Traveling to the great fortress known as the Stone of Tear, he plans to find
the sword Callandor, which can only be wielded by the Champion of Light, and discover if he truly is destined to battle The Dark One. Following Rand, Moiraine and their friends battle Darkhounds on the hunt, hoping they reach the Heart of the Stone in time for the next
great test awaiting the Dragon Reborn. Since its debut in 1990, The Wheel of Time® by Robert Jordan has captivated millions of readers around the globe with its scope, originality, and compelling characters. The last six books in series were all instant #1 New York Times
bestsellers, and The Eye of the World was named one of America's best-loved novels by PBS's The Great American Read. The Wheel of Time® New Spring: The Novel #1 The Eye of the World #2 The Great Hunt #3 The Dragon Reborn #4 The Shadow Rising #5 The Fires of Heaven #6 Lord
of Chaos #7 A Crown of Swords #8 The Path of Daggers #9 Winter's Heart #10 Crossroads of Twilight #11 Knife of Dreams By Robert Jordan and Brandon Sanderson #12 The Gathering Storm #13 Towers of Midnight #14 A Memory of Light By Robert Jordan and Teresa Patterson The World
of Robert Jordan's The Wheel of Time By Robert Jordan, Harriet McDougal, Alan Romanczuk, and Maria Simons The Wheel of Time Companion By Robert Jordan and Amy Romanczuk Patterns of the Wheel: Coloring Art Based on Robert Jordan's The Wheel of Time At the Publisher's
request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
Stolen from her homeland. Separated from her mates. Is there any hope for Dareena and her dragons? Or is their kingdom destined to fall? When Drystan and his brothers managed to drive their madness-stricken father from the throne, Dareena thought the worst of their
troubles were over. But the elves are knocking at their door, demanding reparations, and with a new general at the helm, they will not let Dragonfell off the hook so easily. To buy their kingdom time, and save their armies from certain destruction, Dareena and Alistair
allows themselves to be taken to Elvenhame, where they will be held hostage until the countries can come to an agreement. But while the two kingdoms squabble, the real enemy continues its insidious assault. Both Dragonfell and Elvenhame unknowingly teeter on the brink of
destruction, and unless Dareena and her mates can uncover the true conspiracy, their world will fall to darkness...
Dark Storm
Celtic Magic
Demon Curse
The Demon-haunted World
The Dangerous Gift (Wings of Fire, Book 14)
I am the Druid Finally, I know what I am. The Druid of the Dragon Gods. The knowledge comes at a price, however. Two new golden tattoos have appeared on my arms, and they're blocking my magic. Magic that I need to survive. When two ancient druids show up at the Protectorate needing my help, it's obvious there's something big at play. A dangerous force has invaded the Celtic realm, and they say that only I can save it. I jump on the chance, and not just
because I want to. If I can go to the Celtic realm, maybe I can learn more about what I am. Maybe I can save my magic. With the powerful shifter mage Lachlan at my side, we encounter a realm of extreme danger-and mystery. It's up to us to unravel it before the Celtic realm is destroyed and I lose my magic forever..
Fated Mates....if they can survive When Sora, a beautiful mage with broken magic, walks into my bar, two things are obvious. One: she needs my help. Two: she's my fated mate. I'll stop at nothing to save her from the magical mob boss she's pissed off. It's the only way I'll ever be able to make her mine. Then the unexpected happens. The Fae magic that I once rejected comes back, cursing me to die within days if I can't create an antidote. Sora is my best
chance at getting the ingredients I need, but only if we both survive.
I thought that losing my magic was the worst thing in the world. I was wrong. Becoming demon touched was far worse. Now, I
Cass Clereaux likes her job. It's simple-steal the magic, don't get killed. FireSouls like her are perfect for magic treasure hunting. Their dragon soul helps them find treasure, their wicked powers help them steal it. But there's a big freaking downside-FireSouls are hunted. If either of the magical governments figures out what she is, she can kiss her life goodbye. When the Alpha Council comes to her with a special job, it's a no-brainer to turn it down, no matter
how much money they're offering. Shifters who can sniff out her weird magic are the last supernaturals she needs to be around. Worse? They have a history of hunting FireSouls. But when Cass learns that a little girl's life is at stake and Cass is her last hope, she doesn't have a choice. With her sisters and Aidan Merrick at her back, she's got a chance at saving the girl and keeping her deadly secret-until she learns there's far more to this kidnapping than meets
the eye. It's far too similar to what happened to her as a child, and everything new that she learns scares her even more.
The Dragon's Gift
Trial by Magic
Queen of Light
Institute of Magic
Queen of the Fae

My secret is out.You know that saying, to hell in a hand basket? That's where my life is headed. Three days ago, the Vampire Court learned about my forbidden FireSoul magic. It's basically a death sentence. Except they've made me a deal. I have to pass a series of trials, designed to test my magic and my loyalty. If I survive, I become an ally of
the Court, which would be awesome.Problem is, the trials are as deadly as a hungry hellhound and I can't trust my partner, the sexy hybrid-vampire Ares. Worse, there's a new magic inside me that's eating me alive. It won't stop until I learn to control it, but that's a tall order given everything else that¿s on my plate. Between the trials and a
recent theft at my shop, Ancient Magic, I'm up to my ears in magical problems.Trial by Magic is a fast-paced fantasy mystery with a kick-butt heroine, a tough hero, and magic that will blow your socks off.
I have a knack for getting myself into some bad situations. But waking up partially dead in the Court of Death takes the cake. It's small consolation that my fated mate Tarron is at my side, since it means that he's mostly dead too. To make matters worse, the false queen who plans to destroy both our kingdoms is still alive and regaining her
strength. We must work together to return from the dead and stop her from killing thousands--including my sister. Escaping the Court of Death means completing a series of dangerous challenges. When we learn that only one of us can return to earth, true escape becomes impossible.
No one knows I'm possessed by evil... Everyone thinks that I'm a hero... that I've driven the darkness from the land. What they don't know is that I've driven it into myself. I'm fighting a curse that will lead to the death of all I love. Fortunately, my Fated Mate Iain senses something is wrong. When he learns about the curse, he vows to help. We
must delve deep into the dangerous mysteries of my past in hopes of finding a cure. But as the darkness tries to drive a wedge between us, I don't know if our relationship will survive. Or if any of us will.
Is China a rogue donor, as some media pundits suggest? Or is China helping the developing world pave a pathway out of poverty, as the Chinese claim? In the last few years, China's aid program has leapt out of the shadows. Media reports about huge aid packages, support for pariah regimes, regiments of Chinese labor, and the ruthless
exploitation of workers and natural resources in some of the poorest countries in the world sparked fierce debates. These debates, however, took place with very few hard facts. China's tradition of secrecy about its aid fueled rumors and speculation, making it difficult to gauge the risks and opportunities provided by China's growing embrace.
This well-timed book, by one of the world's leading experts, provides the first comprehensive account of China's aid and economic cooperation overseas. Deborah Brautigam tackles the myths and realities, explaining what the Chinese are doing, how they do it, how much aid they give, and how it all fits into their "going global" strategy.
Drawing on three decades of experience in China and Africa, and hundreds of interviews in Africa, China, Europe and the US, Brautigam shines new light on a topic of great interest. China has ended poverty for hundreds of millions of its own citizens. Will Chinese engagement benefit Africa? Using hard data and a series of vivid stories
ranging across agriculture, industry, natural resources, and governance, Brautigam's fascinating book provides an answer. It is essential reading for anyone concerned with China's rise, and what it might mean for the challenge of ending poverty in Africa.
Dragon's Gift: the Protector
Spirit of the Fae
Mirror Mage
Academy of Magic
The Druid Complete Series:
When a mysterious bomb goes off in town and Aeri's closest friends are turned to stone, it becomes a race against the clock to stop the demon who is still at large. Every six hours, another bomb takes out more people.
Welcome to the Magical Death Match. For five long years, I've wanted just one thing-to find my sister Rowan. Her disappearance tore a hole in my life. Now I've found her-but she's a captive of the same Rebel Gods who hunt me. They've enchanted her to follow their every whim, which will make rescuing her nearly
impossible. But I'll do anything it takes, including infiltrating an ancient Celtic war camp. I'll even join the death fights in their arena. To succeed, I'll need to learn to use my new magic. Thankfully, I have the sexy Celtic war god Cade on my side, along with my friends at the Undercover Protectorate. Thank fates for that,
because I'm going to need all the help I can get if I want to survive.
Our fae courts are at war, yet we're still fated. My fated mate is the Seelie Fae king. He's powerful, dangerous, and sexy as hell. Except, I don't want a fated mate. Especially since he thinks I'm a lying snake. Turns out I'm Unseelie, and our courts are at war. When my new Unseelie magic goes haywire and I nearly destroy my
city, I can't fix it alone. The only person with strong enough magic is the king. Which means I have to beg my mate for help. I'd rather chew off my own leg, but that won't save Magic's Bend. As we work to save my city from falling into the center of the earth, the danger is greater than we'd realized. To find answers, we must
risk a visit to the homeland that rejected me-the Unseelie Court. There, I must master my magic, or all is lost. In a place fraught with death and danger, we have only each other. And I don't know if that will be enough. Heir of the Fae is the thriling continuation of the hit new release Trial by Fae.
Three dragons. One woman. A reverse harem fantasy that will leave you breathless and begging for more... Dareena Sellis is a nobody. The orphaned daughter of a no-name farmer, she toils away as a serving girl at Hallowdale Inn, her only marriage prospects either shipping off to war, or pawing at her skirts with their
grubby, gnarled hands. But fate takes a strange turn the day a dragon huntress comes to town. Suddenly, Dareena is swept off to Dragon's Keep, trading in her raggedy dresses for silken gowns, her closet-sized room for feather pillows and spacious gardens, and her miserable suitor for three very handsome, veryvirile
dragon princes. For Dareena is not a nobody. She is the Dragon's Gift--the one woman chosen by the gods every century to bear children for the future king of Dragonfell. Despite her pre-ordained path, Dareena's fate is far from certain. The crown has not given birth to more than one son in nearly a thousand years, and the
line of succession is far from clear. Neither of the princes are willing to cede Dareena to the other, and yet she must choose. For the enemy is knocking on Dragonfell's door, and Dareena's decision could either mean the kingdom's salvation... ...or annihilation.
Trial by Fae
Rise of the Fae
Ancient Magic
A Reverse Harem Fantasy Romance
Gods of Magic
I've got one chance to prove myself and earn my place.Against all odds, I've snagged myself a spot at the elite Undercover Protectorate. It's basically a supernatural Scotland Yard, but in a castle. A dream come true.All I have to do is make it through their academy. No big deal. Except that I'm a magical nightmare, a supernatural with a strange brand of unknown dragon magic. When the Undercover
Protectorate is attacked by a dark curse, it falls on me to solve the case and save the castle. I have the help of my friends and the sexy Celtic war god Cade. But if I don't figure out what's going on, I'll lose more than my place at the academy. I'll lose my life.Academy of Magic is a fast-paced urban fantasy adventure with a kick-butt heroine, a tough hero, and magic that will blow your socks off.
Cass Clereaux has a few problems. Sure, she just saved her whole town and is now immortal, but immortality sucks. The same spell that made her immortal also takes away her magic. It's kaput. Finito. Gone. Being a FireSoul and finding magical treasure is who she is. Now, she couldn't find her left leg with a map. Not even if a dragon pointed the way. To make matters worse, her concealment charm is
malfunctioning. Demons are showing up left and right, trying to bring her head back to the Monster who stalks her. While Cass is on the hunt to recover her magic and learn about her past, the specter of the Monster is getting ever closer to his mysterious end goal. She's prophesied to meet him on the field of battle-but if she doesn't have her magic back by then, she's dead.
I'm at the mercy of a fallen angel.I work for the Order of Magica, the supernatural version of the FBI. Sounds fun, right? Except I spend my days chained to my desk, writing reports, and wishing that I was out solving crimes. Well, be careful what you wish for. When my best friend is abducted, my life in Chicago turns upside down.I'll do anything to get her back-even work with Damian Malek, a wanted
criminal, notorious crime lord, and dangerous fallen angel. He's hot, lethal, and he's the only one who can help me master my dangerous powers. I don't want anyone to know about my magic, but I have no choice if I want to save my friend.Here's the catch: if the Order finds out that I'm working with Damian, I'll get canned. Maybe even hunted for what I am. But if I don't give him what he wants, he'll
reveal my secret to the world.
Fate decreed that my mate would be Tarron, King of the Seelie Fae. He's gorgeous, arrogant, and for the longest time, I hated him. Until I didn't. As soon as I start to fall for him, fate meddles again. Apparently, I'm fated to kill Tarron. To make matters worse, our Fae courts are at war. My mother is trying to destroy his kingdom. She's hunting down Eternal Fire to destroy his realm, and I have to help stop
her. As we race to save his kingdom, I fall harder and harder for Tarron. He's impossible to resist. But I don't tell him the dark secret that will tear us apart--my destiny to kill him. Twisting fate to my own ends is the only way my love will survive. The question is...can I?
Dragon Blood
The Case for Capitalism
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Red Carpet
Book Three of 'The Wheel of Time'
Hollywood, China, and the Global Battle for Cultural Supremacy

Reveals the dangers associated with widespread scientific ignorance, and explains how scientific thought has served to overcome prejudice and hysteria
I thought I knew the world of magic. I knew nothing.By the skin of my teeth, I passed the Vampire Court trials. I¿m officially an ally, with the seductive vampire Ares on my side. Everything should be good, except that there¿s a magical mob boss on the hunt for dragons. Problem is: dragons are supposed to be dead. So what does he know that I don¿t? It¿s a race against the
clock to save the dragons. But things get dangerous when the mob boss starts hunting me. What was a straightforward mission becomes a tangled web of intrigue and danger. I can only get out alive if I embrace my strange new magic--along with the help of Ares and my friends.Origin of Magic is a fast-paced urban fantasy thriller with a kick-butt heroine, a tough hero, and
magic that will blow your socks off.
He must never realize who I am. I'm a demon slayer, so I lead a simple life slaughtering monsters. As long as no one learns that I'm descended from a forbidden line of Dragon Bloods, I can keep my job and my life. But when a powerful Fae king realizes I'm his fated mate, I've got problems. Especially since A), he hates me and B), he learns my secret, and it puts my whole life at
risk. I want to kill my mate. The stars align when my employers send me to the Fae kingdom to compete in the Trials of the Fae as an undercover agent. My real goal? Investigate the king for the murder of hundreds. But the king only has eyes only for me, even when I'm in disguise. He senses that I'm his mate, and our attraction is off the charts. No matter how much we
mistrust each other, we can't stay apart. But when he realizes what I'm up to, there will be hell to pay. That is, if I survive.
I've been betrayed.I spent years hiding my magic from the world, but now I've got new powers I can't control. Everyone around me is at risk, and if my secret is revealed, I'll be hunted.But I don't have time to worry about the monster I might become.Someone has stolen a dangerous artifact that could turn my world upside down. It could get me and my friends killed and bring
destruction down on my city.Is Damien Malek to blame?He's a fallen angel. Handsome and lethal. A thief and a liar. And he's betrayed me before. The heat between us keeps pulling us together, but his lies always tear us apart.If I want answers, I will have to risk everything. My job. My magic. My life.There's a riddle to solve. An ancient city to find. A deadly genie to defeat, and
a dark storm rising in the burning sands.An action-packed urban fantasy, Dark Storm features a rebel heroine, a dark angel hero, and slow burn romance. Dive into the mysteries of the Arabian Nights and prepare yourself for edge-of-your-seat adventure amongst the shifting sands.If you enjoyed the archaeology, history, and daring in Linsey Hall's original Dragon's Gift books,
this adventure is for you!
Dragon Rising
Heir of the Fae
Fate of Fire
Attack by Magic
Dragon's Gift

I'm good at two things: finding treasure and killing demons. Lying low is a close third-but not because I want to be good at hiding. I have to be. I'm a FireSoul, one of the unlucky few to inherit a piece of the dragon's soul. Being born with the dragon's covetousness should be a sweet gig - I have the power to find and steal any type of treasure, including the powers of other
supernaturals. But it doesn't come without a price - stealing powers requires that I kill, and others would destroy me if they discover what I am. In a world full of magic, hiding my species is the only way to survive. Finding magical artifacts is the only way to pay the bills. It's a dangerous job when you can barely use your magic, but that's one of the things I like about it.
When Aidan Merrick, the most powerful shifter in the city, hired me to find an ancient scroll, I didn't want to take the job. His immense amount of power reminds me of too much of murky memories from a past I can't remember. But I don't have a choice. The scroll reveals what I am. And if anyone finds out, I'm dead.
In the city of Magic's Bend, I protect what's mine. To the world, I'm a feeble Conjurer. To my closest friends, I'm a dangerous Magica with unexplainable powers given to me by a dragon. The downside? If anyone discovers what I am, I'm dead. So I lay low- kicking ass with my weapons, not my magic. Things go to hell when I witness the murder of a powerful vampire ally
and become the key suspect. Soon, I'm hunted by the sexiest, strongest supernatural I've ever met. Ares is an unheard of vampire hybrid, and it's hard to say if he wants to screw me or screw me over. I've got three days to catch the real killer. The bad news? It will take my forbidden magic to succeed. But can I control it, much less keep my secret with Ares watching my
every move? I'm used to protecting others...now I have to protect myself. *This is an unofficial advance copy. It does not yet have the official cover.
Where winning means survival According to legend, I'm supposed to be some kind of all-powerful DragonGod-gifted with the magic of gods. Instead, I'm a dud. In fact, when I join Undercover Protectorate's magical academy, I immediately begin to fail out. It's the supernatural version of Scotland Yard, and my classmates are all jerks who think I suck. Super fun. I've got
one chance to earn my place here--I must compete in a deadly race across the world. In order to win, I need to survive. And I'll need the help of a sexy and powerful shifter mage named Lachlan Munroe. When we figure out that the race is rigged, Lachlan and I must rely on each other to make it through. But will I be able to learn enough magic to save my life? This is
just the start of Ana and Lachlan's adventures. This omnibus contains all five books in the Dragon's Gift: The Druid Series. Title include Institute of Magic, Crime of Magic, Celtic Magic, Captured by Magic, Doomsday Magic.
Where winning means survival According to legend, I'm supposed to be some kind of all-powerful DragonGod-gifted with the magic of gods. Instead, I'm a dud. In fact, I'm currently failing out of the Undercover Protectorate's magical institute. It's the supernatural version of Scotland Yard, and I've got one chance left to earn my place here. To do so, I have to compete in
a deadly race across the world. In order to win, I need to survive. And I'll need the help of a sexy and powerful shifter mage named Lachlan Munroe. When we figure out that the race is rigged, Lachlan and I must rely on each other to make it through. But will I be able to learn enough magic to save my life?
Dragon's Curse
Science as a Candle in the Dark
Secrets and Alchemy
Eternal Magic
Fugitive of Magic
"This is a fascinating book. It will educate you. Schwartzel has done some extraordinary reporting." — The New York Times Book Review “In this highly entertaining but deeply disturbing book, Erich Schwartzel demonstrates the extent of our cultural thrall to China. His depiction of the craven characters, American and
Chinese, who have enabled this situation represents a significant feat of investigative journalism. His narrative is about not merely the movie business, but the new world order.” —Andrew Solomon, author of Far from the Tree and The Noonday Demon An eye-opening and deeply reported narrative that details the
surprising role of the movie business in the high-stakes contest between the U.S. and China From trade to technology to military might, competition between the United States and China dominates the foreign policy landscape. But this battle for global influence is also playing out in a strange and unexpected arena:
the movies. The film industry, Wall Street Journal reporter Erich Schwartzel explains, is the latest battleground in the tense and complex rivalry between these two world powers. In recent decades, as China has grown into a giant of the international economy, it has become a crucial source of revenue for the American
film industry. Hollywood studios are now bending over backward to make movies that will appeal to China’s citizens—and gain approval from severe Communist Party censors. At the same time, and with America’s unwitting help, China has built its own film industry into an essential arm of its plan to export its national
agenda to the rest of the world. The competition between these two movie businesses is a Cold War for this century, a clash that determines whether democratic or authoritarian values will be broadcast most powerfully around the world. Red Carpet is packed with memorable characters who have—knowingly or
otherwise—played key roles in this tangled industry web: not only A-list stars like Matt Damon, Angelina Jolie, and Richard Gere but also eccentric Chinese billionaires, zany expatriate filmmakers, and starlets who disappear from public life without explanation or trace. Schwartzel combines original reporting,
political history, and show-biz intrigue in an exhilarating tour of global entertainment, from propaganda film sets in Beijing to the boardrooms of Hollywood studios to the living rooms in Kenya where families decide whether to watch an American or Chinese movie. Alarming, occasionally absurd, and wildly
entertaining, Red Carpet will not only alter the way we watch movies but also offer essential new perspective on the power struggle of this century.
In a world of suppressed magic, I'm an Unknown. Deadly power, little control. I'm only alive because I pay a Blood Sorcerer to keep me hidden. But when he comes to collect on the debt I can't pay, one of his goons slams me with a deadly curse. Suddenly, I¿m out of options and out of time.When I'm given a rare chance
to join the secretive Undercover Protectorate and train at their academy to become an investigator, I have a way to hunt the cure for the curse. They have resources I don¿t. Easy, since I¿m broke.Seems like a good plan, right? At least, until they tell me Cade will be joining me on my hunt for the Blood Sorcerer.
He's an actual Celtic war god--and the hottest guy I've ever seen. The catch? I can't let him know that I'm an Unknown, or I'm out on my ass and deader than Hades.
Pregnant with their child. Hunted for her life. Will Dareena and her mates finally break the dreaded curse? Or will they succumb to the dark forces closing in around them? Return to Dragonfell one last time for this final installment in the Dragon's Gift Trilogy. Grab your copy today!
There's good news and bad news. The good news is I'm still alive. The bad news is that three deadly titans want to destroy the world, and they're more powerful than ever. Oh, and I have to stop them
The Real Story of China in Africa
Cursed Angel
The Dragon Reborn
Crown of Fire
Power of Magic

My fated mate is a lethal fae king. And I'm going to kill him. Ever since the Court of Flames banished me, I've managed to hide my true nature--Chosen One of the Fire Fae, destined to save us all. Truth is, I'm not that impressive. I've spent my banishment hunting demons for fun and slinging drinks at Potions & Pastilles. But then the lethally sexy king of the Court of Ice finds me. He's been hunting me for
years and wants to claim me as his fated mate. But it gets darker. He plans to sacrifice me to save his dying kingdom. One touch changes everything though, because I'm the only one who can warm him. I'm going to use that to my advantage and convince him to return with me to the Court that banished me years ago. There, I will kill him before he kills me. But I'm playing with fire, because I'm not sure if I
can I resist him long enough to change my fate.
We're almost out of time. Magic Side is under attack and the prison has been cursed. If I can't break the spell, my city will be overrun. The problem is, my magic is out of control, and I can't fight this battle alone. There's only one person to turn to-Damian Malek. But my strongest ally might also be my greatest threat. I've discovered what Damian is, and it's far worse than just being a fallen angel. I don't
trust him, and it's too dangerous to be around him. My very soul, and my magic, are at risk. But I have no choice. Only Damian knows the truth of what is really going on, and he'll only share it with me. We've got to bargain with vampires and demons, battle mythical monsters, and expose the lost secrets of a ruined temple before time runs out. Will he help me save the city I love, or is it a trap to take
everything I hold dear? An action-packed urban fantasy, Cursed Angel features a rebel heroine, a dark angel hero, and slow burn romance. Prepare yourself for edge-of-your-seat adventure amongst ancient ruins and mythical places. If you enjoyed the archaeology, history, and daring in Linsey Hall's original Dragon's Gift books, this adventure is for you!
Demon Slayer
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